We propose a new inertia-revealing factorization for sparse matrices. The factorization scheme and the method for extracting the inertia from it were proposed in the 1960s for dense, banded, or tridiagonal matrices, but they have been abandoned in favor of faster methods. We show that this scheme can be applied to any sparse matrix and that the fill in the factorization is bounded by the fill in the sparse QR factorization of the same matrix (but is usually much smaller). We present experimental results, studying the method's numerical stability and performance. Our implementation of the method is somewhat naive, but still demonstrates its potential.
Introduction
The inertia of a real symmetric matrix A is a triplet of numbers that count how many of A's eigenvalues are positive, negative or zero, respectively. The first two of these numbers are called the positive and negative indices of inertia, respectively, and the last one is the nullity of the matrix. The inertia is easy to obtain by computing all of the eigenvalues of A. However, even for moderately large sparse problems, computing all of the eigenvalues is either expensive or infeasible. Over the years, inertia algorithms have been developed that do not resort to computing the full spectrum. Such algorithms are the focus of this paper.
A fast inertia algorithm can facilitate a number of computational tasks. As a first example, consider an eigenvalue of A that is isolated from the rest of the spectrum within a known interval (x 0 , x 1 ). Let us see how to compute the multiplicity of that eigenvalue by taking advantage of a fast inertia algorithm. The key is the property that the negative index of inertia of the matrix A − xI, where x is real, is the number of eigenvalues of A that lie to the left of x. To compute the multiplicity, we compute the negative indices of inertia of the matrices A − x 1 I and A − x 0 I, and subtract the latter index from the former. This yields the number of eigenvalues that are to the left of x 1 but not to the left of x 0 , which is exactly the multiplicity of the target eigenvalue.
The same idea works if we need to compute the aggregate multiplicity of all of the eigenvalues within a known interval. This is useful when we compute all of the eigenvalues within that interval using a Lanczos shift-and-invert eigensolver, and we wish to ascertain that no eigenvalues have been missed [48] .
Another example is when we need to compute a histogram of the spectrum within an interval of interest. In this case, we divide the interval into subintervals and compute the number of eigenvalues within each subinterval using the above technique. Such a histogram is necessary when we wish to compute all of the eigenvalues within the interval of interest, and we need to partition the work evenly among multiple processors [1] . Here, each inertia computation is independent from the others, which makes this scheme suitable for parallel computation.
The final example is bisection. In bisection, we compute the eigenvalues of A by using the negative index of inertia of A − xI as a binary-search oracle for locating the eigenvalues by their ordinals (for an example, see [23, Section 8.4 
.1]).
To facilitate the above (and similar) tasks, we propose a new algorithm that computes the inertia of sparse symmetric matrices. Our new sparse inertia algorithm combines two old and obsolete algorithmic ideas into a useful and novel algorithm. One idea is an algorithm that was proposed by Wilkinson for computing the inertia of dense, banded, or tridiagonal matrices [47, pp. 236-240] . Wilkinson recommended the algorithm as the building block of a bisection eigensolver for tridiagonal matrices. Over the years, this algorithm was replaced by the use of LDL T factorizations of shifts of the matrix (and by other tridiagonal eigensolvers; see [11, 41, 46] ). The newer alternatives are more efficient and more stable; Wilkinson's inertia idea appeared to be obsolete. The other idea is the row-by-row sparse QR factorization by George and Heath [18] . It was replaced by sparse multifrontal QR factorizations [37] (for a recent implementation, see [8] ). We have discovered that George and Heath's approach to sparse factorizations and its analysis can be applied to Wilkinson's inertia algorithm. This discovery is what motivates the new algorithm.
Existing algorithms for computing the inertia of sparse matrices work by computing a so-called symmetric-indefinite factorization (see [14] for an early example). Such algorithms work well in practice, but they are heuristic in the sense that no guarantees can be made about the amount of work and memory that they require on any individual matrix. In contrast, on many important classes of matrices, the new algorithm provides an a priori bound on the fill that it generates and hence on its storage requirements and (indirectly) on its running time. A counterintuitive feature of the algorithm is that it computes a nonsymmetric factorization; we sacrifice symmetry, but we gain bounds on the fill.
Our implementation of the method is inspired by CSparse, Tim Davis's concise sparse-matrix library [7] . We felt that it was premature to invest the kind of years-long engineering effort that is required to produce production-quality sparse-matrix factorization software, and so we translated the method into code in a straightforward way, opting for simplicity whenever possible. This means that the resulting code does not provide optimal performance, but its performance is predictable and easy to understand to anyone who understands the basic algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the required background material in Section 2. Section 3 describes our sparse implementation and its effect on the sparsity pattern of the matrix. We analyze the numerical stability of the algorithm in Section 4, and present numerical experiments in Section 5. The performance of our implementation is studied experimentally in Section 6, followed by our conclusions from this research in Section 7.
Background

General-Purpose Eigensolvers
Eigenvalues of symmetric dense matrices are almost always computed using a two-step procedure [23, Section 8] . In the first step, we reduce the matrix to tridiagonal form using a sequence of orthogonal similarity transformations. This reduction has the form Q T AQ = T , where Q is orthogonal and T is tridiagonal. The reduction preserves the spectrum of A and allows us to compute A's eigenvalues by applying a tridiagonal eigensolver to T ; this is the second step.
The computational cost of reducing an n-by-n matrix A to T is Θ(n 3 ) arithmetic operations, and the cost of tridiagonal eigensolvers such as bisection, the implicit QR method or the more recent MRRR algorithm [13] is Θ(n 2 ). Because of the upfront investment in reducing the matrix to T , there is no advantage in computing a subset of the eigenvalues; the whole spectrum is produced at essentially the same cost. Eigenvectors can also be computed: this costs Θ(n 2 ) for the eigenvectors of T and Θ(n 3 ) to transform them into eigenvectors of A by reversing the effect of the orthogonal similarities.
Lanczos
The orthogonal-tridiagonalization approach is not suitable for sparse matrices because orthogonal similarity transformations destroy the matrix's sparsity, resulting in a computational cost of Θ(n 3 ) even when A is very sparse. The most widely applicable approach for sparse symmetric eigenproblems is the Lanczos iteration. Here we compute an orthogonal basis Q of the Krylov subspace
where t is the dimension of the subspace and b is a nonzero starting vector, usually chosen at random. We then use Q to orthogonally project A along the Krylov subspace, producing a t-by-t tridiagonal matrix T whose eigenvalues serve as approximations to the eigenvalues of A. A popular implementation of this approach is the implicitly restarted Lanczos method, available in the arpack library [4, 34] .
Lanczos produces each column of Q by multiplying A with the previous column, and then orthogonalizing the resulting vector against the existing columns. The computational cost is t − 1 matrix-vector products and Θ(t 2 n) arithmetic operations for the orthogonalization operations. Because of the steep dependence on t, the number of iterative steps is usually chosen to be much smaller than n. Stopping after a small number of iterations means that only a few of A's eigenvalues are well approximated, typically those at the edges of the spectrum.
When we wish to compute eigenvalues in the interior of the spectrum, we compute a triangular factorization of A − σI, where σ is the point of interest in the spectrum, and iterate with (A − σI) −1 instead of iterating with A. This transformation brings out the interior eigenvalues that are closest to σ toward the edges of the spectrum, which leads Lanczos to converge on them. This is called shift-and-invert Lanczos.
The drawback of Lanczos is that it is hard to use as a black-box solver. Convergence depends on the structure of the spectrum, and there is no way to ascertain that all of the required eigenvalues have been obtained. Another difficulty stems from the fact that the projection of K t along any eigenspace of A is one dimensional, and therefore Lanczos cannot determine the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of A. If we wish to determine multiplicities, we can use a variant called block Lanczos, but the costs rise with the dimension of the computed eigenspace, which limits the efficiency of this approach.
Bisection
Bisection is a recursive algorithm that computes all of the eigenvalues that lie in a user-specified half-open interval [x 0 , x 1 ). Since computing an interval that envelops the entire spectrum is relatively easy (e.g., using the bound |λ| ≤ A 2 ≤ A 1 ; see [23, Theorem 7.2.1]), the requirement for a user-provided interval does not limit the generality of the method. Bisection works by splitting the interval into two halves, counting the eigenvalues in each half, and continuing the search recursively in each half that contains eigenvalues. To count the eigenvalues in an interval [x 0 , x 1 ), we determine the numbers f (x 0 ) and f (x 1 ) of eigenvalues that lie strictly to the left of x 0 and of x 1 ; the difference f (x 1 )−f (x 0 ) is the number of eigenvalues in the interval. The function f (x) is evaluated by computing the negative index of inertia ν of A − xI,
The recursion stops when the length x 1 −x 0 of the current interval falls below a user-specified tolerance threshold. When the algorithm returns, it reports all of the intervals at or below the length threshold and the number of eigenvalues in each such interval (numbers greater than one may correspond to a tight cluster of distinct eigenvalues or to multiple eigenvalues).
A pseudocode of bisection is given in Algorithm 1. The code can be easily modified to compute only the eigenvalues inside a user-specified interval or a set of eigenvalues that are specified by their ordinals.
Algorithm 1
Computing all of the eigenvalues using bisection. 
ν 0 ← 0 7:
e ← bisect(x 0 , ν 0 , x 1 , ν 1 )
10:
return e 11: end function end if 20: if ν 1 > µ then 21: e 1 ←bisect(x, µ, x 1 , ν 1 )
22:
end if 23: return [e 0 , e 1 ]
24:
else 25: return the eigenvalue x with multiplicity ν 1 − ν 0
26:
end if 27 : end function
The computational cost of bisection is as follows. Every node of the recursion tree requires computing ν(A − xI), whose cost we denote by N (A). The number of nodes in the tree is bounded by the number of leaves times the height of the tree; the number of leaves equals the number of eigenvalues k that we compute and the height of the tree equals Θ(log(1/τ )), where τ is the error tolerance threshold. Therefore the total cost is O(k log(1/τ )N (A)).
As we explained in Section 2.1, we compute the eigenvalues of a dense matrix by first reducing it orthonormally to a tridiagonal one. This allows us to compute ν(A − xI) using an LDL T factorization without pivoting at an arithmetic cost of O(n) operations. Using the LDL T factorization without pivoting to compute the inertia is in general not numerically stable. However, for a narrow class of matrices that includes the tridiagonal ones, this method is guaranteed to work [12] . In LAPACK, it is implemented in the subroutine stebz [2, 32] . This approach gives a total arithmetic cost of Θ(n 3 + k log(1/τ )n), where the n 3 term is the cost of the tridiagonal reduction.
When the matrix is sparse, we must either compute an LDL T factorization with pivoting using a sparse symmetric-indefinite factorization algorithm (several such algorithms exist; we address them next), or use our new algorithm. In either case, bisection is not competitive with shift-and-invert Lanczos for the canonical problem of accurately computing the eigenvalues that are closest to a user-selected point of interest. For this problem, Lanczos requires a single sparse factorization, while bisection requires a sequence of Ω(log(1/τ )), even when computing a single eigenvalue. Nevertheless, bisection has two advantages that make it potentially useful when the required accuracy is moderate. First, bisection decouples the work that takes place within disjoint intervals of the spectrum, making it suitable for parallel computation, and second, bisection can locate eigenvalues by their ordinals, which is not possible with other eigensolvers.
Sparse Symmetric-Indefinite Factorizations
An alternative to our sparse inertia algorithm is to use a sparse symmetricindefinite factorization. Such factorizations have the form P AP T = LDL T , where P is a permutation matrix and D is a block-diagonal one with 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 diagonal blocks. The inertia of D is trivial to compute because each of its diagonal blocks corresponds to one or two easy-to-compute eigenvalues. By Sylvester's Law of Inertia (see [23, Theorem 8.1.17] ), the matrices D and A have the same inertia, and therefore having D allows us to easily compute the inertia of A. Examples of modern symmetric-indefinite factorization codes include ma86 and ma57 from the HSL library [29] and the sparse symmetricindefinite solver from the pardiso library [43] .
Sparse Factorizations and Fill Bounds
In some sparse factorizations, the fill in the factors has a tight bound that is fully determined by the sparsity pattern of A. This is the case for the Cholesky factorization A = LL T of a symmetric positive-definite matrix, and for the LU factorization with partial pivoting QA = LU . When such a bound exists, one can preorder the matrix to reduce fill. For example, the sparse Cholesky factorization is typically applied to P AP T , and the sparse LU to AP T , where P is a permutation chosen to minimize fill (perhaps heuristically). Even when P is selected heuristically, once it is fixed, the bound on the fill is determined and can be easily computed. This is not the case for numerically stable sparse symmetric-indefinite factorizations, which include ma86, ma57 and pardiso. The type of pivoting that they perform can destroy any a priori bound on the fill. These factorizations are typically applied to P AP T where P is chosen optimistically so as to reduce fill assuming that pivoting will not change the fill. When this assumption is true, or when pivoting generates just a bit more fill than would be generated without pivoting, these factorizations are very effective. But there is no sparse symmetric-indefinite algorithm that provides a guaranteed a priori bound on the fill, and as we shall see below, such algorithms do sometimes experience catastrophic amounts of fill.
On the other hand, the fill in our new algorithm can be bounded a priori. This bound is derived from the bound on fill in the sparse QR factorization, which we now explain. But to explain fill in QR, we need to first explain fill in Cholesky, which is best described in terms of the graph (V A , E A ) of the symmetric matrix A. The vertex set is simply {1, 2, . . . , n}, representing the rows and columns of the matrix, and the edge set contains the (i, j) pairs that correspond to the nonzero elements of A. A seminal (and fairly easy) result shows that if L ij = 0, then there is a path in the graph from i to j consisting entirely of vertices with indices smaller than i and j [42] . This is a necessary condition. It is normally also sufficient; only exact cancellation can lead to L ij = 0 in the presence of such a path.
The key to provable fill minimization in Cholesky is a method called nested dissection [17] (see also [7, Section 7.6] ). Nested dissection generates a good permutation P by finding a small set of vertices called an approximately balanced vertex separator, ordering that set last, and recursing on two subgraphs. This method provides powerful guarantees on the fill of sparse Cholesky. For example, if the graph of A is a √ n-by-√ n finite-element mesh or a planar graph, ordering by nested dissection guarantees that the Cholesky factor contains O(n log n) nonzero elements and the factorization requires O(n 3/2 ) arithmetic operations. More general bounds for matrices whose graphs have hierarchies of small separators have also been proved [36] .
The R factor of the QR factorization of A is also the Cholesky factor of A T A, and therefore the fill of the R factor of a sparse matrix A can be controlled by computing a nested-dissection ordering for A T A and reordering the columns of A accordingly. George and Ng have analyzed this and proved that the sparse QR factorization of a possibly unsymmetric or indefinite √ n-by-√ n finite-element mesh has the same asymptotic costs as the Cholesky factorization of a symmetric positive-definite matrix of this type [19] . Furthermore, a nested-dissection ordering of A T A can be computed efficiently without computing A T A or even its sparsity structure. Recent algorithms that compute such orderings include hypergraph-partitioning-based nested dissection, wide-separator nested dissection and reduction to singly bordered block-diagonal form [3, 24, 30 ].
Wilkinson's Inertia Algorithm
We base our algorithm on a method that Wilkinson proposed for computing the inertia of general matrices [47, p. 236-240] , which has also been adapted for banded matrices [26, 27, 39, 44] . The method is based on the Sturm sequence property, which is described by the following theorem. The theorem states that the number of negative eigenvalues of a matrix can be computed by forming the sequence of the determinants of its leading principal minors and counting the number of sign changes between consecutive elements of that sequence. The proof of the theorem is based on the eigenvalue interlacing property (for details, see [47, p . 300]).
Theorem 1 (Sturm Sequence Property). The number of negative eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A ∈ R n×n equals the number of sign changes between consecutive elements of the sequence
where A k = A 1:k,1:k are the leading principal submatrices of A for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, assuming that none of the elements of that sequence are zero.
We can, therefore, compute the number of negative eigenvalues by forming the sequence of the determinants of the leading principal minors. Wilkinson proposed to form this sequence by reducing the matrix to upper-triangular form one row after another, and producing the determinant of the corresponding leading principal minor as a byproduct after processing each row. Let us describe this idea in concrete form using matrix notation. The first k steps of the algorithm reduce the first k rows of the matrix to a k-by-n upper-trapezoidal matrix U (k) . The transformation that we apply to A 1:k,: in these steps can be described in aggregate using a k-by-k matrix X (k) , which is not formed by the algorithm and is computed only implicitly. Using this notation, we may write
Let us take the determinant of the leading k-by-k principal submatrix on both sides of this equation. This yields
where u
Computing the numerator in the above formula is trivial. To explain how we compute det(X (k) ), we need to explain how U (k) is produced from U (k−1) . Let the reduced matrix A (k) that we obtain from step k be defined as the matrix that contains the rows of the upper-trapezoidal U (k) , followed by the yet-unprocessed rows of A. For n = 6 and k = 4, this matrix has the form
For completeness, we also define that
, we eliminate the elements in row k of A (k−1) one by one from left to right using a sequence of elimination operations, stopping when we reach the diagonal element. We can choose between two types of elimination operations: elementary stabilized transformations and Givens rotations. An elementary stabilized transformation works by eliminating an element in position (k, j) in two steps:
1. Test whether |A jj | < |A kj |, and if so, interchange rows k and j.
2. Subtract a multiple of row j from row k using A kj /A jj as the scaling factor.
A Givens rotation works by premultiplying rows k and j with the rotation matrix
(Here, by A kj and A jj we refer to the elements of the reduced matrix on which we are operating, not those of the original A.) Having completed the k − 1 elimination operations (if A is sparse, fewer than k−1 may be necessary), we can now compute det(A k ). If we use Givens rotations, det(X (k) ) = 1. The determinant of a rotation matrix always equals 1, the determinant of a product of rotations is therefore also 1, and so det(X (k) ) = 1. If we use elementary stabilized transformations, det(X (k) ) = ±1, and resolving the sign is straightforward. In every elimination step, we perform up to two operations: an interchange of a pair of rows, which corresponds to a permutation matrix with determinant −1, and a subtraction of a multiple of one row from a subsequent row, which corresponds to a unit lower-triangular matrix whose determinant is 1. Therefore, when using elementary stabilized transformations, det(X (k) ) is either 1 or −1, depending on whether the number of row interchanges that we have made is even or odd.
For completeness, we list a pseudocode of the variant of the algorithm that uses elementary stabilized transformations in Algorithm 2. In the pseudocode, we simplified the algorithm by counting the number of sign changes in the determinant sequence without actually computing the determinants.
Algorithm 2
Computing the number of negative eigenvalues using elementary stabilized transformations.
1: Input: a symmetric matrix A ∈ R n×n . 2: Output: the number ν of negative eigenvalues of A.
3:
4: ν ← 0 5: for i ← 1, 2, . . . , n do 6: x ← 0 ⊲ number of row interchanges and diagonal sign changes 7:
A j,: ↔ A i,:
10:
x ← x + 1
11:
if sign(A jj ) = sign(A ij ) then 12: x ← x + 1 
Bounds on Fill and Arithmetic Cost
In the Givens rotations-based variant of the factorization, the computation is identical to that of George and Heath's sparse QR factorization, which factors the matrix row by row [18] . The fill in this case is obviously identical to that of sparse QR, and the number of arithmetic operations is the same as in George and Heath's algorithm.
If we use elementary stabilized transformations in Wilkinson's algorithm, the fill that the algorithm produces is bounded by the fill in George and Heath's QR factorization.
Definition 2. Element A (k)
ij in position i, j of the kth reduced matrix in some factorization algorithm is called a structural nonzero if it is different from zero whenever the algorithm is carried out in an arithmetic that satisfies the following for all scalars x and y: Proof. We prove the result by induction on k. Clearly, the statement is true for k = 0, because no elimination steps have taken place. In step k, when an elementary stabilized transformation eliminates A ij , it either leaves the structure of row j unchanged, or it replaces that structure with the one of row i if an interchange of rows is necessary. The structure of row i is then replaced with the union of the two row structures, with the exception of A ij , which becomes zero. In a Givens rotation, the structure of both rows is replaced with their union, again with the exception of A ij . Therefore the sparsity structure that we obtain from a Givens rotation serves as an upper bound on the one that we obtain from an elementary stabilized transformation. Figure 1 illustrates the two types of elimination steps.
The stabilized-elementary variant performs fewer arithmetic operations than the QR variant. In the dense setting, elementary stabilized transformations require three times fewer arithmetic operations (because each elementary transformation is cheaper to perform than the corresponding Givens rotation). When the matrix is sparse, the effect can be much more dramatic, because fill that is not created in the lower triangle does not need to be eliminated (there are fewer transformations to apply) and because sparser rows mean that each transformation is cheaper. We acknowledge that operation counts are not good predictors of running times on modern computers. To achieve fast running times, it is essential to exploit parallelism and to reduce communication. In sparse factorization, these optimizations are usually performed by exploiting elimination-tree parallelism [31] , and by invoking dense subroutines on submatrices that are full or almost full (supernodes; see for example [38] ). Our implementation of the algorithm does not currently include such optimizations; implementing them is a significant research/engineering effort which we have not yet undertaken (see, e.g., [6, 15, 35] ). Nevertheless, our implementation does demonstrate the sparsity of the algorithm and suggests that a high-performance variant of this algorithm can achieve performance comparable to that of other modern sparse codes.
A Sparse Implementation
Our implementation of the algorithm follows the outline of Algorithm 2, modified so that we store and operate only on the nonzero elements of the matrix. We represent the matrix using a data structure that we call expandable compressed sparse row (ECSR), which is a modification of the widely used compressed sparse row (CSR) layout. (This is an old data structure; see [7, p. 8] for a clear recent exposition.) ECSR exploits the fact that the fill in our algorithm is bounded by the fill in sparse QR, and the fact that the number of structural nonzeros in each row in the R factor can be computed in almost linear time [21] . Our code uses the function rowcolcounts of the cholmod library, version 1.7.0, to compute the row-wise nonzero counts; we call this function using the command symbfact in Matlab.
ECSR stores the nonzero elements and their column indices one row after another. The amount of space that we allocate to row i is equal to the computed number of nonzeros in R i,: , the ith row in the matrix's R factor (if A i,: is denser than R i,: , we allocate enough space for We use one of two additional data structures to perform row eliminations. In the Givens variant of the algorithm, we use a two-row Sparse Accumulator (SPA) [20] , and in the elementary-stabilized variant, we use an Ordered Sparse Accumulator (OSPA) [22] . A multiple-row SPA represents a set of m sparse rows with a shared sparsity structure using an m-by-n matrix spa.val, which holds the numerical values of the nonzeros, a length-n vector spa.occupied whose elements indicate which columns of spa.val are nonzero, and also spa.col, a list of the column indices of the nonzeros. The OSPA is similar, except that spa.col is stored in a heap data structure [5, Section 6], which provides cheap access to the leftmost nonzero column.
In the Givens variant of the algorithm, we use the SPA to perform Givens rotations as follows.
1. We copy the two rows into the SPA one by one. We start with the nonzero elements of the first row, updating the corresponding elements of spa.val and spa.occupied and adding the column indices of the nonzeros into spa.col. Next we copy the second row in the same way, except that now we use spa.occupied to avoid duplicating column indices in spa.col.
2.
We apply the rotation to each nonzero column, using the column indices in spa.col to enumerate the nonzero columns.
3. Finally, we copy the nonzero elements back into the ECSR data structure and restore the SPA to its initial state, using spa.col to enumerate elements of spa.occupied and spa.val that must be cleared.
In this implementation, the total amount of work is proportional to the number of floating-point operations that the Givens rotation performs.
The elementary-stabilized variant is more complex. We implemented it using several subroutines that operate on the ECSR data structure and on a onerow OSPA:
load Loads a row of an ECSR matrix into an empty OSPA. This is similar to loading a row into an unordered SPA, but requires a build-heap operation [5, Section 6.3] on the array of column indices.
store Copies the contents of an OSPA back into a row of an ECSR matrix.
retrieve-head Returns the position and the numerical value of the leftmost nonzero element of an OSPA (but leaves it in the OSPA). If the OSPA is empty, returns a special indicator, which we denote ⊥.
remove-head Removes the leftmost nonzero element from an OSPA.
subtract Subtracts a multiple of a row of an ECSR matrix from an OSPA. This is a routine operation on a SPA; on an OSPA, columns need to be inserted into the column array using a heap-insert operation.
swap Exchanges the content of an OSPA with a row of an ECSR matrix.
Given these building blocks, the overall algorithm can be composed as shown in Algorithm 3.
Numerical Analysis
Next, we describe the numerical behavior of the algorithm. The core numerical issue is explained in Wilkinson's book [47, pp. 312-315] . We repeat this explanation below, for completeness, and also provide an example that shows how this numerical issue manifests itself. The Givens variant of the algorithm is a thoroughly studied QR factorization scheme and is known to compute backward-stable factors (see [28, Section 19] ). The elementary-stabilized version is not as well known, but it has also been analyzed in the literature. It has been called pairwise pivoting and was analyzed by Sorensen [45] . Sorensen's analysis proves that the normwise backward error of the corresponding factorization is bounded by a product of four numbers: the magnitude of the elements of A, the unit roundoff u (2 −53 ≈ 1.1 × 10
in double-precision IEEE 754), and two growth factors. One of these growth factors represents the norm of the computed upper-triangular factor, and the other represents the norm of the implicit factor that is the equivalent of the L factor in the LU factorization with partial pivoting. In contrast with LU with partial pivoting, this implicit factor is not lower triangular, and its elements are not bounded by 1 in magnitude. Sorensen proves in his paper that the two growth factors are bounded by 2 n−1 − 1 and 2 n−1 , respectively. He also notes that although these bounds are large, they are highly pessimistic, and that large growth factors have not been encountered in practice. Further experimental evidence of this was provided by Grigori, Demmel and Xiang [25, Figure 4 .2].
Algorithm 3
The sparse stabilized-elementary transformations variant of the algorithm.
Input: a symmetric ECSR matrix A ∈ R n×n . Output: the number ν of negative eigenvalues of A.
An Obstacle to a Backward-Stability Analysis
These analyses indicate that the ultimate matrix factors that we obtain from the inertia algorithm are backward stable. This may not be true if the factorization suffers from growth, but large growth is rare. The same analyses also imply backward stability for the factors that we obtain in the intermediate steps of the computation, and the same reservation about growth holds. Because the algorithm uses the factors to compute the signs of the determinant sequence
the factors' backward stability implies that each sign is backward stable. However, this does not imply the backward stability of the computed inertia. This is because each intermediate factor is modified in the steps that follow the step in which it is obtained, and therefore each sign of the determinant sequence has its own individual backward-error matrix (that equals the difference between A and a matrixÃ for which the factor is exact).
There is no reason to assume that if each factor is the exact factor of a matrix close to A, then they are all the factors of one matrix close to A, which would imply backward stability of the determinant sequence. Indeed, we can show that the algorithm is sometimes not backward stable.
An Example of Instability
Next, we show an example of how the algorithm can fail. We provide the transcript of a Matlab session, to make the example concrete.
We let A be a square, symmetric n-by-n matrix of the form
This matrix's leading diagonal block has the form
where Q is a random orthogonal matrix, and ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ n/2−1 are random, independent, and normally distributed scalars with mean 0 and a standard deviation that equals the unit roundoff. The notation diag( · ) indicates a diagonal matrix with the specified diagonal elements. The block A 21 is defined so that its elements are random, independent, and normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. In Matlab, we construct this matrix as follows: Next, we compute A's eigenvalues by running the Matlab command eig. Using these eigenvalues, we compute the matrix's condition number and its negative index of inertia:
> > ev = eig(A); > > kappa = max(abs(ev)) / min(abs(ev)) kappa = 3.4498e+03 > > nu = sum(ev < 0) nu = 1024
In this example, the eig command calls LAPACK's symmetric eigensolver [2] , which is backward stable. Its backward stability guarantees that the computed eigenvalues, condition number, and negative index of inertia are those of some matrixÃ close to A. As we see above, the condition number is small, and so all of the matrices in the vicinity ofÃ, including A itself, have eigenvalues with the same signs asÃ. This means that all such matrices have the same negative index of inertia, namely 1,024. Calling Wilkinson's algorithm, we obtain a different result:
This shows that the algorithm is not backward stable. Any backward-stable algorithm would return the negative index of inertia of a matrix in the vicinity of A andÃ, which must be 1,024. The result is similar regardless of whether we use the Givens variant of the algorithm or the elementary-stabilized one. In particular, because growth is not possible in the Givens variant, this shows that the instability is not caused by growth.
Instability Is Caused by Near-Singularity
The cause of the instability is singularity of the leading principal minors. In our example, all of the matrix's leading principal submatrices have a condition number of order u −1 , except for the three submatrices of orders 1, n − 1 and n. Because the other n − 3 submatrices are nearly singular, the computed signs of their determinants are often incorrect, even when computed using a backwardstable algorithm, and therefore counting the number of sign changes in the determinant sequence yields an incorrect result.
The (Limited) Effect of the Instability on Bisection
In the experiments that we describe in the next section, the eigenvalues that we produce using bisection are usually as accurate as those that we produce using a backward-stable eigensolver. The instability of the inertia algorithm does not appear to have an effect on bisection.
The reason for this is that the instability manifests itself only when A − xI has a leading principal submatrix that is nearly singular. To make one of these submatrices nearly singular, x must be at a distance of O(u) A from an eigenvalue of such a submatrix. This can happen under two scenarios. First, as bisection converges to an eigenvalue of A, the point x moves progressively closer to that eigenvalue until it reaches within O(u) A . This scenario does not create a problem, because when x is close to an eigenvalue of A, an error in the computed inertia cannot prevent bisection from converging [47, pp. 302-305] . The other scenario is that x is close to an eigenvalue of a leading principal submatrix of A, and that eigenvalue is far from every eigenvalue of A. This can lead bisection to fail. However, such unfortunate positioning of x appears to happen only in pathological cases, meaning that the instability has few opportunities to have an effect.
Numerical Experiments
We carried out extensive numerical experiments to test the accuracy of the algorithm. In these experiments, we used our inertia algorithm as part of a bisection eigensolver to compute the eigenvalues of a variety of matrices. Although in practice bisection is often not a competitive algorithm, it requires a large number of inertia computations, and this makes it a convenient platform to stress-test our algorithm.
We computed the eigenvalues of two families of matrices. The first family is one that we produced using the lapack subroutine latms, which generates random dense matrices for testing lapack subroutines. These matrices have the form A = QΛQ T , where Q is a random orthogonal matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ n are the eigenvalues of A. The eigenvalues are randomly distributed according to two parameters named mode and κ. There are six possible modes, in the first five of which the eigenvalues have the form λ i = s i σ i , where the scalars s i take the values ±1 independently with equal probability, and the scalars σ i have a distribution that depends on the mode. In all of the distributions that correspond to the first five modes, the σ i are nonnegative, and therefore they are the singular values of A. The distributions are the following:
1. The first singular value is equal to 1, and all others are equal to 1/κ. a Matrices generated in mode 6 do not depend on κ, and therefore all of the entries in the bottom row represent the same matrix. b The frequent appearance of the number 1.8 × 10 −15 in the first five rows is an artifact of rounding to two significant digits; actual numbers are all distinct.
Finally, in mode 6, latms generates the λ i directly without generating the singular values first. In this mode, the λ i are independent and normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
We generated one matrix of order n = 256 for each combination of mode and κ, for various values of κ, and computed all of the eigenvalues of that matrix. We then measured their accuracy using the maximal normalized error,
where the λ i are the actual eigenvalues used by latms and theλ i are the approximate ones produced by our bisection eigensolver. The full results are shown in Table 1 . All of the errors are within one order of magnitude from u ≈ 1.1 × 10 −16 . The second family of matrices in our experiments are sparse matrices from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [9] . We computed the inertia of all 283 real symmetric matrices of order 64 < n < 16,384 in this collection whose elements have known numerical values. If the running time T (A) of our algorithm satisfied 53 n T (A) ≤ 2 hours, where n is the order of A, we ran our bisection algorithm to compute all of the eigenvalues of A. If T (A) was higher, indicating that the eigensolver would take more than 2 hours to run (it needs 53 inertia computations per eigenvalue), we did not compute the eigenvalues. This selection process left us with 116 matrices, described below in Table 2 .
As in the previous experiment, we computed the eigenvalues of each of the 116 matrices, and measured the maximal normalized error (relative to backward-stable eigenvalues computed using the lapack subroutine syev). The 
Performance Experiments
In this section, we describe the experiments that we carried out to study the performance of our sparse inertia algorithm. We analyzed the performance of the two variants of our algorithm, and we compared it with the performance of two other factorization algorithms. The first algorithm that we compared ourselves with is SuiteSparseQR, or SPQR for short [8] . It is a state-of-the-art sparse QR factorization algorithm, and it is the algorithm that runs when we apply Matlab's qr command to a sparse matrix. Our interest in SPQR stems from the fact that it computes the same factorization that we compute in the Givens variant of our algorithm. Comparing ourselves with SPQR helps us to learn how much performance we can gain by adopting the advanced techniques that are implemented in SPQR, such as the use of supernodes.
The second algorithm with which we compared ourselves is the algorithm ma57 from the HSL library [15, 29] . It is an industrial-quality sparse-factorization algorithm for symmetric-indefinite matrices. An important distinction between SPQR and ma57 is that the former does not compute the inertia, while the latter does. In these experiments, ma57 represents the alternative to our approach to the problem of computing the inertia. A comparison with ma57 allows us to gain insight into the relative strengths and weaknesses of our algorithm.
We carried out two experiments on a single core of an Intel i7-2600 CPU, using Matlab R2012b, which is bundled with Intel MKL BLAS, version 10.3.9, and SuiteSparseQR version 1.1.0. We used version 3.8.0 of ma57, version 5.1.0 of the graph partitioning library METIS [33] , and version 5.3.0 of the PAPI library [40] , which we used for counting floating-point operations. We compiled our code and that of ma57 using version 13.1.1 of the Intel compiler suite.
Our first experiment was carried out on a set of 81 matrices from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection. The matrices were chosen by selecting all of the symmetric, real, indefinite matrices of order 32,768 ≤ n ≤ 65,536. We limited the computation with each matrix to one hour of time and 16 GB of memory. Twenty-one of the matrices exceeded these limits and were therefore removed from the experiment; this left us with a set of 60 matrices.
For each matrix, we computed a nested-dissection ordering for A using METIS, and then applied each of the algorithms to the reordered matrix. Figure 3 compares the performance of the Givens variant of our algorithm to that of SPQR. We find that the required number of arithmetic operations (flops) in the two algorithms is within a factor of 10 of each other, with no significant advantage in favor of either one. The reason for the variation in flops is because the two algorithms process the rows in different orders, and the order of the rows can have a dramatic effect on flops. This has already been noted by George and Heath [18, p. 78] . The computational rate of SPQR is however much higher, ranging between 2.5 and 15 Gflop/s, whereas that of our algorithm ranges between 474 and 717 Mflop/s. This also translates to a dramatic difference in running times in favor of SPQR. Figure 4 shows that the elementary-stabilized variant of the algorithm is much more efficient than the Givens variant. The elementary-stabilized variant performs a factor of 0.001 to 0.13 of the flops that the Givens variant performs. The computational rates of the two codes are comparable, with more variability in the elementary-stabilized case because of row exchanges. The elementarystabilized version is therefore faster by a significant factor, between 5.95 and 366. Figure 5 compares the elementary-stabilized variant with SPQR. Although, as we have seen in the previous figures, the computational rate of our algorithm is orders of magnitude lower, we preserve sparsity much better. Our algorithm always performs fewer flops than SPQR, with a median ratio of 0.017. Due to the much better sparsity, we are actually faster in 45 of the 60 matrices, with a time ratio that ranges between 0.0011 and 3.51.
Finally, Figure 6 compares the performance of the elementary-stabilized variant with ma57. We see that ma57 is better than our algorithm at preserving sparsity, requiring up to a factor of 21.7 fewer flops than our algorithm. also achieves a significantly faster computational rate of up to 6.72 Gflop/s, although in 20 of the matrices it falls below 1 Gflop/s and can be as low as 250 Mflop/s. Nevertheless, ma57 is always faster, by a factor that ranges between 1.87 and 124.8.
In our final experiment, we made a more detailed comparison of our algorithm with ma57. Our goal is to find matrices where our more conservative approach pays off. We started with the 422 symmetric, real, indefinite matrices of order 8,192 ≤ n ≤ 1,048,576 in the University of Florida collection, but kept only the 54 matrices whose ma57 factor had at least twice as many nonzeros as the Cholesky factor would have contained (had the matrix been positive definite). This produced a set of matrices on which pivoting in ma57 caused significant fill. For each of the 54 matrices, we invoked our factorization and ma57 using two orderings: an optimistic nested-dissection ordering of A and a conservative nested-dissection ordering of the structure of A T A. We then compared ma57 and our algorithm with respect to a parameter we refer to as fill, which we define as the number of nonzeros in the upper-triangular factor, divided by the number of nonzeros in A. In 19 of the matrices we found that the fill in our algorithm is lower than the fill of ma57, sometimes dramatically so. A list of these matrices is given in Table 3 .
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a sparse variant of Wilkinson's inertia algorithm. The new inertia algorithm provides provable a priori bounds on the fill, which other algorithms do not provide.
Our performance experiments show that even without using the techniques that are necessary to obtain top performance from a sparse-matrix algorithm (such as using supernodes), our algorithm is competitive and often superior to a top-quality sparse QR factorization code due to the sparser factors that we produce in our algorithm.
Nevertheless, our algorithm is usually slower than ma57, often much slower. Due to the use of supernodes in ma57, it achieves much higher computational rates, and thanks to its use of threshold pivoting and a matching algorithm that allows it to rescale and reorder the matrix so as to prevent pivoting [16] , it is better able to preserve sparsity. These techniques can be used in our algorithm as well, and we expect significant improvement if they are used. This is left for future work. Even without this, we found several cases where our approach yields less fill, and one matrix (Andrianov/net150) that ma57 cannot factor within the allotted time and space, whereas we can.
Furthermore, we also found that in some matrices, the computational rate of ma57 can be quite low, lower than that of our algorithm. It has been noted by Davis and Palamadai Natarajan [10] that extremely sparse matrices that do not suffer from significant fill can benefit from using an algorithm that does not use supernodes. We believe that this is the type of matrices where ma57 suffers from poor performance, and where our code can offer a good alternative. Table 3 : Matrices where our algorithm produced less fill than ma57. We define fill as the number of nonzero elements in the triangular factor, divided by the number of nonzeros in A. Column headings nd and wide indicate nesteddissection ordering of A and of A T A respectively (the latter of the two is equivalent to a wide-separator nested-dissection ordering of A). The symbol † indicates that the computation exceeded the maximal allocated time of one hour, and ‡ indicates that the algorithm required more memory than the allocated 16 GB. Ma57 always produced more fill with a nested-dissection ordering of the structure of A T A than with the structure of A, so these results are not shown. fill ma57 our algorithm matrix name n nnz/n nd wide
